Copyright takes the copyright holder’s interests into account in two ways: in terms of their personal relationship to the work and in terms of financial protection.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Personality rights</th>
<th>Exploitation rights</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Protection of personal interests</td>
<td>Protection of scientific interests</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Type of initial publication</td>
<td>Providing public access, public</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Recognition of authorship</td>
<td>Dissemination</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maintaining the work’s integrity</td>
<td>Reproduction</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Right of revocation</td>
<td>Adaptation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Distribution</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Rights of use

The copyright holder/rights holder is able to grant a third party rights of use on a contractual basis. The copyright holder does not transfer any exploitation rights (as is often and falsely assumed). They transfer rights of use.

Simple right of use

- The rights holder can use the work
- The copyright holder can repeatedly transfer rights of use
- Use by others is not excluded

Exclusive right of use

- Rights holders are exclusively able to use the work
- Copyright holders are excluded from exploitation (not, however, from payment/exploitation participation)
- Further use only with permission from the rights holder

Rights of use in classic print publications and OA publications

Print

Monographs, dissertations, anthologies, congress and conference proceedings

Transfer to the publisher of exclusive, spatial, temporal and unrestricted content rights of use for the work. All rights are reserved

Exclusive rights of use are granted for all known and unknown types of use for both print and all e-book forms.

The rights holder can have exclusive rights to the exploitation and use of the work in full or in part—these rights can also be transferred to third parties.

The rights holder alone is entitled to use the work. The copyright holder is no longer entitled to grant rights of use.

The copyright holder is obligated to discuss any intentions of exploitation or use with the rights holder in advance.

If the rights holder does not exercise individual rights, the copyright holder can revoke their rights after five years have passed.

Open Access (for CC-BY and SA)

If the copyright holder decides on a free Creative Commons license, the publisher and the copyright holder receive simple rights of use. Some rights are reserved.

Simple rights of use for e-books and print books; exclusive legal rights depend on the license in this case. Contradictory nature of the publisher contract: Reservation of exclusive rights for print

Publishers set their own license standards, but do provide a choice. The permitted use is based on the negotiated contract conditions, it can, for example, be specified by external funding bodies.

The holder of simple rights of use cannot exclude other persons from using the work. They possess no exclusive rights and thus no rights of defence.

Everyone, according to the permitted types of use of the selected CC license, can use the work without having to ask the copyright holder/rights holder for permission.

If no CC license model is agreed upon, the publication takes place according to the usual publishing contracts—the title can only be read and downloaded.